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Part A

1. Let,4, B and C be subsets ofa universal set S. Show that (A U C) n (A n B) U (C'nB)l = AnB.

2. L,etS={neZ:1<2s20} b€ the universal set, and let Abe the set of odd numbers inS,Bbe
the set df factors of 36 in S and C={g,lO}.

Find (AUB)', (AU C)' and (AUBUq'.
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NLf,t f tl-n,nl+R bE the function defned by /(x) = sinx - cosr. A relation R is defined by aRr,
if f(a) = f(b) for a,bel-fi,trl. Show rhat R is an equivalence relation on [-r,r], and find the

equivalence class of f,.

4. The linear functions /(x)=ar+, and g(x)=pt+q are inveAes of each other. Show that dp=1
and pb+q=0. lt IO)=2 and I(lt= t, find tr(.r).

Isee poge four
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5. Solve the simultaneous equations log2 (, + 2]) = 3 a'Jd log3x = 2lo83y for ,t and y.

, where 4,, €R and ar l0.

Without expanding lhe determinant, show that (.r-d) is a factor oft(r).
Ilence or otherwis€, solve/(r) = 0 for r.

z
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7. t€tA=(-1,-1) and B=(5, -7). Show that the line,4, is perpendicular to the lirc t )=4.
If C= (1, -3) is the point of htersection of the above liDes, find AC: CB.

. Find the e4uation of the circle with mdius 5 units and lhe centre having a positive ]-coordhate and

passing through the points (-4, 0) and (4, 0).

lsee paee sir
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9. the arca of a rectangle inqeases at a mte of 48 cm2 rl, always maintaining its shape with the

as twice as the breadth. Find the rate at which the length inqeases when the breadth is 4 cm.

10. The gadient of the tangent drawn to the c|.tf.te y=2(x-a\2+b at the poirt P=(o,c) on it i
4, where d, b adrd c Ne real const nts. The equation of the normal dftwn to the curve at P
given to be x+4)=4. Find the values of a, b and c.

6
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Part B
* Answer five questions only.

11. (d) t-€taand B be the roots of the equation 2f 8i+9=0.
Find the quadratic equation with inreger coeffcients that has d2 | and p2 r as rts roots.

(r) trt P(i)be a polynomial. It is given that when P(i)is divided by (x - l) and (, 2), rhe

respective remainders are 2 and L Find the remainder when P(i) is divided by (r l) (r 2).

If P(-r) is a cubic polynomial with the coefficient of -t' equals I and P (0) = 3, determine P(r).

Using the Principle of Mathematical Induction, prove that

-!-
\ L= Afora ,€Z+.z.r f\r+l ) n+I

) | (rL)\

r+l /(/+l) '"' '--

l'f-t U-=:J::L. Lfor reZ+' rt t+tt 2'
Using the above resuft, find /(/) such that 4 = f Q\ - f (r+1) for t€Z+

Hence. find ) U_ and show rhar ).U. is conrergent.
,;|

(b)

ls the serie.s Z {U. + | | convergenL? Juslify youf answer.

13. (d) How many three digit numbers starting witha non-zero digit can be formed from the t0 digirs
0, l,2, ...,9 in which
(i) no number contains 7 ?

(ii) numb€rs thar contain 7 at least once?

(iii) numben that contarn 7 at most once?

(r) A school has a squad of l0 sponsmen consisting of2 wrestlers,3 boxers and 5 ruoners. The school

needs to form a 6 member team to participate in a competition in such a manner that the team will
comprise at least one representation from each of the above mentioned sports,

Find the number of different ways in which such a team can be formed .
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Find the product matrix C = AB. Write down C r

Find the matrix D such that CDC I 
= 2C'z + 3C

Verify that (cD) I 
= D rc r.

Find the product matrix P = BA

Find the values of d and, such that

4
PX= 3

I

a (2,.\ nas15. (d) Show that the binomial expansion

of -r Io in that expaosion

no constant term and find the coefficient

{ iii) Inl: srnr 
I

\t + cos r,/

(r) A person opens a bank account which lmys an interest of l7o per month compounded monthly by

depositing Rs 50000 at the b€ginning ofamonth. He then deposits Rs. 10000 at the beginning of
each month afterwards for5 years.Assuming that he makes no other tmnsaction duringthis period,

find the balanc€ in his account after 5 years. He then withdraws Rs. 25 000 at the beginning of each

month for the next one year Find the balance in his account after this 6 year period.

find lhe centre and Lhe radius ol rhe circle C given by .c t v2 4r 8y 5 = 0.

Show that the line I given by 3r-4) = 15 touches the circle C.

Verify that lhe point P = ( I, -3) lies on l, and find the equalion of the other tangent dmwn from P to C.

Find the length of (he chord joining the points of contact of the above tingents dmwn to C.

r7. la)

(bt

Pino lim 4=].
Differentiate each of the following with respect to r:

(i) f tnx+2e' (ii) Elil ,'
(c) An open box with a square base is to be made out of a given quantity of cardboard of area 9 m2

Show that the maximum votume of the box is l1E m3.
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Part A

x - 3r-41. Find all real values of r satisfying the ineq]d.allty ---3 
^ 

> 

- 
.

2. Shade the region in the r]-plane satisfying the inequalities y>f,!3r+2 and-l<i<l.
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. Using the method of integration by parts. show that Je'sinrdr = iV -t)
0

6 The mean of a random variable X is 6. If the mean of the mndom variable y defined by the

transformation Y = X(x-3') is 54, find the variance of x.
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. A game is played by repeatedly rolling a six-sided fair die with rhe six digits 1,2, 3, 4, 5 arld
5 marked on the faces, until a face marked with a 5 tums up. Let the score obtained in the
game be the number of times the die was rolled including the tum that had a face marked wiih
fte digit 5 tumed up. Outcome of each rolling is independent of the others.

Find the probability that

(i) the score obtained is l,
(ii) the scorc obtained is 2, given that it is greater than l.

. Let A and t be two events defined on ihe same sample space ,S and let B' be the complement of
the event B. If P(AnB)=+ and P(AnB')= t,nna rf,+l and p(BlA).
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9. In a class of 40 children, 6OVo Ne girls. In this class, 807o of the boys and 407, of the girl
prefer to play cdcket.

(i) Find the prcbability that a randomly selected child from this class prefers to play cricket.

(ii) If three children are randomly select€d from this class, find the probability that at least

of them prefers to play cricket

10. The continuous random variable X can assume only positive values Dot exceeding the value ,t(> 0)

If the probability density function /(i) of x is of the folm /(r) = iQt+l), find the value of t.
Also, find the Fobability that the random variable takes a value less than 0.3.
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Part B

11. A manufacturer wishes to determifle the number of units from the products A and B that has to
bo produced per week to maximize his total profit. Two types of processes I and II are required
to manufacture each of these products.

The following table gives the hours needed at each process to produce one unit of product A
and product B, and lhe number of hours of work that can be handled by oach process per week

* Answer frve questions onlt.

Process Type
Hours needed to produce one unit Number of hours of work

that can be handled by the
process per weekProduct A Product ,B

I 2 I 1000

T I I 800

12.

The pronl per unit for products A and , are 3000 rupees and 2000 rupees respectively. There
is no constraint on the supply of raw matedals for the manufacturing Demand for the product
B is unlimited, but the weekly demand for the product A is at most 350 units.

(i) Formulate this as a linedr programming problem

(ii) Sketch the feasible region.

(iii) Using the Braphical method, find the number of units of each of the products A and B that
need to be manufactured per week to maximize the total profit.

If the demand on the product B has dropped to 500 units per week, nnd the drop in the total profit,
if the manufacturer still wishes to maximize the prolit

Solve the equation 4cos.r(2+cosx)=5 forO<x<!

sorve, s'" I (!)+ sin ',=2"in'( ).

In the usual notation, state the Sine Rule, for a triangle ABC

For the triangle A-BC, it is grven that = 2

Show thar sin(A + B) = jt,in,l - rin al.

(a.)

(b)

(c)

Isee
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13 (a) Find the area enclosed by the circle r? + jt,2 = 16 and the curve )2 = 6r

(b) The followmg table gives the values of the tun"t'on;1r) = 7fi ,conecr ro four decimal places,

for values ofr between 0 and 2 at intervals of length 0.5.

000 050 1.00 150 200

0.0000 0.4000 0 5000 0.46r5 0.4000

Using Simpson's Rule nnd an approxrmate vatu" for l = [ ,t - dr , co ect to three decrmal
places, J 

'+l
H€nc€, find an approximate value for ln 5

l,l. (a) The mean weight (kg) of a group of persons is 61.4. AIso. rhe mean weighrs (kg) of all
males in the group and all females in the group are 65.3 and 60 1 respectively. Find the
percentage of males in this group.

If 20 persons e randomly selected from this group, find the expected number of males
among the 20 selected persons.

If 5 more males are added to the g.oup of 20 persons to fom a nerv group of 25 persons,
estimate the mean weight of the new group.

(b) The following frequency distnbuhon gives the times (in minutes) taken by 130 workers to
perform a specific task

Time (minutes) Number of rflorkers

30-39 l0
40 49

50 59 44

60 69 2'7

70 79 t4

Usrng dn approp.iate codmg method, find the mean and the vanance of the fi€quency distribution.

15 Suppose 407a,30Ea and 30o/a of the kettles sold by a storc are of brand A, B and C respectively
Furth€r, suppose that l%,2Ea and l7o of kettles sold of the brands A, B and C respectlvely
refumed dunng the wa.ranty penod

Find the probabilrty that, among the kettles sold, a randomly selected kettle gets retumed durin
the waffanty period

(i) If a kettle is retumed during the waranly period, {ind rhe probabiliry rhar ir was of brand A

(ii) Given that a kettle is not of brand A, find the probability that it wlll be retumed during
the warranty period.

(iii) Given that a kettle is not retumed during the warranty period, find rhe probabrhry rhar it
rs not of brand A

(iv) If 2 kettles are randomly selected, lind the probability that exactly one of these kettles wrll
be retumed during the warranty period
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(i\ lt 71.9a/o of the students are shorter than Amal, calculate Amal's height to the nearest inch

(it Find tlrc percentage of students who are taller than 66 inches.

(iii) If a randomly selected student is taller than the mear height of 62.E inches, flnd
probability that this studenr is raller rhan 66 inches.

(iv) ff three students are mndomly selected from the school, find the probability that the
student among them will be taller than 66 inches. (You need not simplify the answer).

17. A srreet has identical lamps at one of its sides fixed at 50 metres apart. If a lamp is working on
a day, the probabiliry that it will work on the following day is 0.80. If a lamp is non-working
a day, the probability that it will be repaired to work on the following day is 0.60.

Consider the condition of a lamp as a two-state Markov chain with 'working (W)' and 'non-working (NW)'
as the two states.

Write down the one-step transition probability matrix P and obtain the rwo-step transition prcbabili
matrix,

Suppose all lamps were in working condition on the ln of January 2018.

Find the probability that a randonily selected lamp was in working condition on the 3d of January
2018.

On the 3'd of January 2018, a pe$on walks starting from the first lamp in one end of the
towards the other end of the street.

Find the probability that the person has to walk more than 500 meEes to reach the first non-
working lamp. (You need not simplify the answer)

Given that the person has already walked 100 mefes, find the probability that he has to walk
exactly 200 metes to reach the fiIst non-working lamp.

16. The heights of students in a school are normalty distributed with a mean of 62.8 inches and a
standard deviation of d inches. \f 33Vo of tlrc students are below 60.6 inches in height, frnd d.

*- *- *-




